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A bstract
T his article shows how break points for minimum description length (MDL)
based edge segmentation and edge classification can be automatically gener
ated. A schem e is proposed where junction candidates are fi rst detected in n
mult i-scale p re-processing step , which generates junction candidat es with asso
ciated regions of interest. These junct ion features are matched to edges based on
spatiai coincidence. For each matched pair, a tentative break p oint is introduced
at the edge poin t closest to the junction. Finally, these feature combinations
serve a.l; input for an MDL approximation method which tests the validity of
the break point hyp otheses and classifies the resulting edge segments as either
"straight " or "curved". Experiments on real world image data dem onstrate t he
viability of t he approach .
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Introduction

Several object recognition systems for man-made objects are based on detection of
image features, such as edges, in an initial processing step. To reduce the complexity
when matching image features to a database of object models, an importan t step in
the low-level processing is to derive higher-order descriptors from the image prim
itives. Concerning edges, one example is classification into "straight" or "curved".
This step is particularly impor tant within the recognition-by-components paradigm
(Biederman, 1985; Dickinson et al., 1992), where the primitives for object modelling
are distinguished by sue!. qualitative properties.
In its general form , t he problem of classifying whether a given edge segment
should be regarded as "st raight" or "curved" is not well-defined. For example, for
a given edge segment , the classification may be strongly context dependent . This
imposes strong limitations concerning the extent to which the results from a low-level
classification can be relieC. upon . Nevertheless, it is in many cases possible to generate
reasonable hypotheses. One type of methodology that can be used for obtaining such
cues is by approximating a given curve usin g different types of straight and curved
models and ther. selecting the model that according to so me type of judgement is the
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one tha t best fits the data. Since a more complex model, in ge neral , gives a smaller
residual , it is natural to also take the complexity of the model into account and aim at
a t ra de-off betwee n these two fac tors. This is the idea behind the minimum desc ription
length (MDL ) principle, which focu ses on the informa tion contents , a nd selects the
descriptio n that can be represe nted by the smallest number of bits (including the
model as well as the deviations bet wee n t he model and data).
For elongated edges, which are often obtained from common edge detection meth
ods, it is often necessary t o segment a given cur ve into smaller patches befor e att empt
ing a classification into compact desc riptors such as "s traight" or "curved". Trying
all possible ways of inserting break points into a given (digital ) curve obviously leads
to combina torial explosion. Therefore, it is of interest to develop syst ematic methods
for generating candida te points at which the curve is likely to be segmented.
The subject of this article is to show how such candida te break points can be au t o
ma tically generated. The met hodology that will be proposed is based on a bottom-up
processing step, where junctions and edges are detected in a complementa ry manner
using multi-scale techniques. The edges are matched to junctions, and each junction
edge pair constitutes a hypothesis about a point along the edge that is likely to
correspond t o a corner in the scene. The (elongated ) edge segments obtained from
the edge det ector are then segmented into patches and each pa tch is individually
classified using a minimum desc ription length cur ve approximation method . Finally,
adj acent patches are merged if the informa tion contents in a composed representation
is sma ller than in the sum of the description leng t hs of the individual patches.
T he presentation is organized as follows: Section 2 reviews t he method for junction
detec tion wit h automa ti c scale selection on which the over all approach is based. An
important property of this method is tha t each junction candidate is associat ed wit h
an adaptively determined region of interest . This simplifies the su bsequent matching
to edges which is described in section 3. Section 4 reviews the specific MDL method
we use for curve classification and demonstrates the advantages of using break points
as obta ined from the proposed approach. Finally, section 5 presents experimental
results and section 6 gives a brief summary and di sc ussion abou t the approach.
Conce rning overall ass umptions, we ass ume that the underlying image da ta have
been acq uired from scenes of man-m ade object s t hat can be well described by objec t
models of geon-type and for which a classification into the given set of qualitative
descriptors (straight and curved) is sufficient.
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Junction detection with a utomatic scale selection: Review

The fac t that image structures exist as meaningful entities only over certain ranges of
scale shows tha t a mul t i-scale a pproach is essent ial when extracting informa tion , such
as features, from image da t a . Whereas scale-space theory (Witkin , 1983; Koenderink ,
1984) provides a canonical framework for modelling visual operations at multiple
scales, in many cases it is necessary t o complemen t this fra mework wit h explicit
mechanisms for genera ting hypotheses about appropria te scales (Lindeberg, 1994a).
A junction detector wit h au tomatic scale select ion has bee n developed by Linde
berg (1993, 1994b). Since the specific properties of this method are important for the
pro posed methodology, we shall briefl y review its most impor tant st eps:
The scale-s pace rep resentation L: IR2 x IR -+ IR of a two-dimensiona l signal f : IR2 -+
IR is defined as the one-pa rameter fa mily of fun ctions obtained by convolving f with
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Gaussian kernels g: JR2 x JR--+ JR of different widths,

L(-; t)

= g(-; t) * f

where t is the scale parameter of the Ga ussian g(x 1 ,x2 ; t)
t his representation, normalized derivatives are defined by

(1)

= 1/(27rt) e- (x~+x~)/ 2 t. In
(2)

A commonly used entity for junction detection is the curvature of level curves mul
tiplied by the gradient magnitude raised to some power (Kitchen and Rosenfeld,
1982; Koenderink and Richards , 1988). Selecting the power of three gives
(3)

known as the rescaled level curve curvature. Then, replacing each derivative by its
corresponding normalized derivative gives normalized 1·escaled level curve curvature
(4)

The method in (Lindeberg, 1993 , 1994b) is based on detecting scale-space extrema
(simultaneous ma..-xima over scale and space) in ~~orm· In addition to allowing for
feature detection without external choice of scale levels, an attractive property of
this approach is that the selected scale levels where ma.>-'ima are assumed ser ve as
indicators of the spatial extent of t he corresponding image structures.
Figure 1(b) shows the 100 most significant junction candidates extracted from an
image of an office scene. Each scale-space maximum is illustrated by a circle with the
area proportional to the scale at which the maximum is assumed. Note that coarser
scales are selected for the junctions having larger spatial extent and vice versa.

0

0

F igure 1: (left) An office scene with geon-type objects. (middle) Junction candidates de
tected by selecting the 100 scale-space maxima having the strongest (maximal) normalized
response. (right) Improved localization estimates.

Whereas this processing step is conceptually clean, it can certainly lead to poor
localization. One way to improve the localization is by applying a modified Forstner
operator (Forstner and Gulch, 1987), which iteratively computes new localization
estimates using scale information from the detection step. Figure l(c) shows the
result of applying this scheme to the data in figure l (b). (The details of the latter
step are described in the abovementioned references.)
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Matching junctions to edges

Given these junction descriptors, it is straightforwa rd to perform matching to edges
based on spatial coincidence. Since the regions of interest are adaptively determined
from the local image struct ure, useful res ul t can be obtained from the simple match
ing criterion that a junction region and an edge should overlap. Thereby, it is not
necessary to state any explicit threshold on, e.g., the distance.
The left image in figure 2 shows the result of detecting edges at a fine scale
(t = 2) using an implementation of non-maximum suppression (Canny, 1986) ex
pressed within the scale-space framework (Lindeberg, 1994a). (A useful property of
t his specific algorithm expressed in terms of level curves is that it gives comparably
low fragmentation, provided that t he edges are detected at sufficiently coarse scales.)
The right image shows the result of matching these edges to t he previously extracted
junction candidates. For each edge that crosses a j unction region , a junction candi
date a match is registered. Then , for graphical illustration , a marker (a black or white
square) has been placed at t he edge point closest to t he corresponding junction. Note
how these points serve as natural break points for segmenting the edges into patches
with geometrically more meaningful interpretation. These patches will (wit h slight
modification) serve as inpu t for the MDL classifier.
Besides the specific a pplication that t hese matching relations will be used for in
this article , t hey are more generally useful for problems related to object recognition .

Figure 2: (left) Edges detected by non-maximum suppression with junction candid ates
overlayed. (rig ht) Matched edge-junction pairs illustrated by squares centered at the edge
point closest to t he corresponding junction.
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Minimum d escription length curve approximation

To decide whether a given cu rve segment should be regarded as "straight" or "curved"
is a problem closely related to model selection . In this section we shall use the mini
mum description length principle for making such judgements. This is an information
theoretic approach closely related to maximum-likelihood and maximum-a-posteriori
estimation , although with t he attractive property that it allows for model selection
in addition to parameter estimation (Rissanen, 1987; Leclerc, 1989).
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Curve classification by minimum description length representation

4. 1

In computer vision, the MDL approach has been applied to several problems; see for
example (Georgeff and Wallace, 1985; Da rell et al. , 1990; Axelsson , 1992; Sheinvald
et al., 1992). Here, we shall be concerned with a specific scheme for curve approxima
tion developed by Li (1993). It concerns the problem of representing a digital cu rve
using the following models: (i) a set of randomly distributed points, (ii) a linear model
with or without outliers, (iii) a section of an ellipse with or without o utliers.
Given these shape classes, any edge segment is classified as "straight" if the linear
model gives rise the shortest description and as "curved" if the conic approximation
results in the shortest one. For each model, the description length is measured by

.C' (x, if>)

= (.C# points + L outliers + L model points + L parameters)(x, if>),

(5)

where

if>) is the number of bits needed to represent the total number of
points . (This term is similar for all models and not relevant for comparisons.)

• .C# points( X,

if>) = .X L random point specifies the description length of .X points clas
sified as outliers and L random point is the description length required to rep
resent a random point. Given two ranges of parameter values, [xo, xo + .0-x]
and [y0 , y0 + .0-y] along the two coordinate directions respectively, and a given
resolution f: in the data, the latter entity is measured by

• .Couttiers(x,

b.x

L random pomt

b.y

= log2 - f: + log2 -€.

(6)

if>) is the description length fo r the (N - .X) points that belong
to the model. To capture spatially non-uniform distributions ( e.g., gaps) ancl
a pproximation errors, this description length is measured by

• L model points(x,

.Cmodel points(x,

if>)

= (N -

.X) [~ L random

point+ L offset(x; a)] .

(7)

where L random point/2 represents the (aver age) amount of information to repre
sent one coordinate, and Loffset(~; a) is the coding length of the offset error (the
distance between a data point and the closest point belonging to the model).
Here, the latter entity is approximated by the expected coding leng th of the
outcome of a centered Gaussian distribution ~ ,...., N(O, a 2 ) quantized with res
g(rJ; a 2 ) drJ, and [~]" denoting the integer
olution E. With <P(~; a 2 ) =
multiple of f: closes t to~ ' we have

J;=-oo

L offset(C<r)

=-

log2 (<P ([~J"

+ ~; a 2 ) -

~ log2 (g (~; <r2 )f:)

<P ([~] " - ~; a 2 ))

log2 e e
(<T)
log2(27r)
= -2-<r2
+ log2 ~ + 2 ,

(8)

where <T is estimated from the actua l deviations between the model and t he
data (see also Forstner (1989)).
•

L parameters( x, if>) is the description length of the model parameters. For example,
for the linear model, four parameters are needed (e.g. the four coordinates
determining t he end points) giving L parameters(x, if>) = 2 L random point· T he same
idea can be applied to the ellipse model (described by seven pa rameters).

For more det ails, see the abovementioned r eferences.
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4.2 A lgorithm
Given edges and junctions detected as outlined in section 2 with candidate break
points generated from the junction-edge matching in section 3, this data is used as
input for the MDL approximation scheme.
The edge points from the junction-edge matches serve as tentative break points for
splitting edge segments into shorter ones. Moreover, eo-linear and eo-curvilinear edge
segments (whose end points a re adjacent) are candidates for being merged. Depending
on which model gives the shortest description, segments are merged (cases (a )- (b))
a nd split (cases (c)-(e)) as shown in figure 3. To allow for merging of fragmented
edges, small gaps are filled in if a composed model gives a more compact description.
Another useful processing step is to move the break point along the curve and
select the position that minimizes the total description length (see figure 4).

~l.?l~l.lll.7=l

L_j l~_j
(a)

(b)

u

~ LJ
(d)

(c)

(e )

Figure 3: Five examples of splitting or merging of edge segments. (a) S 1 and S 2 are eo
linear and belong to the same segment. (b) S1 and S2 eo-curvilinear and belong to the same
curved segment. (c) S1 and S2 are two straight segments t hat are not collinear and P is
a corner point. (d) S1 and S2 are two curved segments t hat are not eo-curvilinear. Most
likely, P is an inflexion point. (e) S t is straight, S2 is curved and P is a transition point
from straight to curved.
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Figure 4: Adjustment of break points. The left figure shows input segments with initial
candidate break points illustrated by small circles and new positions m arked by larger circles.
T he new position is obtained by moving the break point along the curve and selecting the
break point t hat minimizes the total descript ion length. The curves in the right figure show
how the total description length varies as the break point is moved along the curve.

Whereas the validity of each break point is evaluated in this algorithm and a better
position estimate is computed as well, the major advantage of the proposed approach
is tha t a conservative set of junction candidates is obtained . Restricting the processing
to these points ser ves as a heuristic principle for reducing the otherwise combinatorial
explosion in guessing where to split elongated edge segments into shorter ones.
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Expe riments

Figure 5 shows the final result of applying the composed procedure to the image in
figure 1 using the image features a nd candidate break points shown in figure 2. For
graphical illustration, straight edge segments have been marked by black lines and
curved ones by whi te. (In the gra phical illustration of the classification , a ll points
classified as outliers have been suppressed, which results in a loss of connectivity at
some junctions. Internally, however, the complete representations can be maintained.)
Figures 6- 7 show corresponding results for two other images of geon-type objects.
Notice how very reasonable segmentations and classifications are obtained.

Figure 5: Classification results for the image in figure l (a) using the image feat ures and
candidate break points from figure 2(b). Straight edge segments are marked by black and
curved ones by white.
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Summary and discussion

We have shown how break points for MDL classification can be generated in a
straightforward manner by combining edge data with a specific type of junction
descriptor associated with a natural region of interest. Instead of operating on the
curves as isolated objects and trying to find break points based on, e.g., differential
properties such as curvature extrema, t hese points are obtained by a complementary
technique based on junction cues computed directly from the grey-level information.
When integrated with edge cues, these junction cues not only reduce the (combi
natorial) computational complexity in the algorithm for computing the minimum
description length approximation; they also provide important object features for
making the segmentation and classification results more robust to noise and outliers.
Experimentally, t his approach has been demonstrated to give highly useful results on
real-world data, especially considering the fact t hat this low-level processing operates
without any access to higher-level information.
Concerning limitations of the wor k, it has throughout been assumed that the im
age data originate from man-made objects and that the simple shape classes "straight
line", "ellipse segment", and "random points" are sufficient. For more complex nat
ural scenes, extensions are required.
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Original image

Edges and junction candidates

Matched f eature pairs

Classification results

Figure 6: Results of edge classification for a scene with geon-type wooden blocks. The
images show from top left to bottom right; the original image, edges and junctions detected
as described in section 2, break p oints obtained by m atching edges and junctions according
to the schem e in section 3, and the fin al result of the classification. In the last image, t he
straight edges have been marked by dark lines and the curved edges by bright curves.
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Original image

Edges and junction candi dates

Matched f eature pairs

Classification results

Figure 7: Res ults of ed ge classification for a. scene with wooden blocks. The images show
from top left to bottom right; the original image, edges and junctions detected as described
in sect ion 2, break points obtained by matcl1ing edges and junctions according to the scheme
in section 3, and the final result of the classification. In the last image , the straight edges
have been marked by dark lines a nd the curved edges by bright curves.
(Note that in t he graphical illustration of the classification , all points classified as outliers
have been suppressed, which results in a loss of connect ivity at some rounded corners.
Internally, however , the complete and connected representations can be m aintained. )
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Another limitation is due to the inherent difficulty in making a final decision
between "straight" and "curved" at a low level. (For example, the intuitive judgement
of whether a given segment should be regarded as "straight" or "curved" may vary
depending on what additional information is available.) When using these data as
input to an object recognition system, it is therefore more natural to associate a
confidence measure with each feature classification (e.g. the ratio between the shortest
and the next shortest description length) to allow for final decisions to be made at
higher processing levels where more information is available.
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